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Songs Q: why open(), gzwrite() and close() functions work in a different way in this

example? I have used these three functions in a program, and made some tests. In my
program, first I call open() function which opens a file and then I do some actions on

that file and then I close() the file, so basically what I do is: open() a file do some
actions on that file close() the file but the things I got from my tests is that when I call

open() function, it doesn't open the file, instead it makes a copy of that file in the given
path. then after I do the above described actions, I can call close() function on that copy

of the file and it works properly. the things that I found different between the open()
and close() function in my program and the same functions in C++ standards are: 1-
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std::ifstream has the flag of failbit which must be set to 0, so this function should work
the same way in all languages that have the open() and close() functions, in which if a

file was opened and then closed, should return that error to the user. but in my program
when I call close() on a file it returns that error is because it is already closed. 2- in my
program I have used these two functions: void f(ifstream& f){ //do some stuff and then
f.close(); } void g(ofstream& f){ //do some stuff and then f.close(); } and when I call

f(file) it works fine, while g(file) throws errors which is different from std::cout()
functions which print an error to the user. so why do these functions behave differently
in some cases and in some cases they don't? A: This behaviour is expected 2d92ce491b
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